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Abstract
Over time, we as computer users move not only from tool to
tool for a type of personal information (e.g. different email
applications), but we also move through different categories
of information (e.g. no one kept track of tweets before Twitter or some of us have abandoned social networking sites).
This creates fragmentation not just in the moment, but over
time. For example, a user might have used several different
email applications or used a dozen social media applications. In this paper we extend some of our ideas for dealing
with fragmentation in the moment [1] to outline a possible
method for users to manage fragmentation over a longer
period of time.
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Introduction
Over time, we as computer users move not only from tool to
tool for a type of personal information (e.g. different email
applications), but we also move through different categories
of information (e.g. no one kept track of tweets before Twit-

ter or some of us have abandoned social networking sites).
This creates fragmentation not just in the moment, but over
time. For example, a user might have used several different
email applications or used a dozen social media applications. In this paper we extend some of our ideas for dealing
with fragmentation in the moment [1] to outline a possible
method for users to manage fragmentation over a longer
period of time.
There are currently many silos of information in PIM, these
silos lack a unifying structure and proliferate information
fragmentation, a problem previously identified by the Personal Information Management (PIM) community [9]. The
PIM community has documented the undesirable consequences of information fragmentation [3, 4]. At this moment
fragmentation is pervasive between cloud based applications, a Dropbox folder, Gmail label, and an Evernote notebook, where there is only an informal semantic link. In our
previous work we created the Contextinator tool [1] that
leveraged ‘information views’ to address the problem of information fragmentation for cloud based applications. In this
paper we leverage this approach to probe how one might
do PIM over a long period of time.
Our main navigation metaphor was a project and the primary way we unified information was through leveraging
structured urls. If a project utilized multiple online services
(e.g., Gmail, Evernote, Dropbox), the structured urls would
be saved and resuming work was easier. Using these urls
pairing Evernote notebooks, Dropbox folders, and Gmail labels is not only possible, but relatively easy. Including new
services was easy, as long as the product used a reasonable URL scheme.
In thinking about adapting this work to a more longitudinal
use there are a few issues that we are likely to encounter.
First, given the numerous services that a user moves through

in their lifetime of use and their propensity to either be taken
off-line (in the case of cloud-based tools) or fall out of support (in the case of desktop tools), an exporting/archiving
feature will be necessary. Second, how to index this information in a usable, memorable way must be developed perhaps being centered more on places or people, instead of
project in our case. Lastly, given the ephemeral nature of
many pieces of Personal Information (PI), we will need to
look at which artifacts are more likely to be re-used actively
by a user and which artifacts we can derive some value
from for the user perhaps some of which might be social. A
question this paper poses is how to pull the context out of
our information?

Fragmentation Over Time
Information fragmentation occurs when personal information is scattered over different devices, storage systems,
or online tools and is a ‘pervasive problem in personal information management’ [9]. The siloing of information by
applications is not a new problem, and it is likely to stay
a problem in the foreseeable future. Users come up with
different methods for mitigating these fragments: using
folder hierarchies to organize related documents [8]; using a folders email to hold related messages [5]; or using
virtual spaces to more physically separate projects [6].
A drawback of offloading the organization of projects on
users, is that they end up maintaining duplicate, unwieldy
organizational hierarchies between tools. A problem which
is only compounded by time. Boardman et al. [3, 4] found
that when data was compartmentalized between distinct
tools, users had difficulty coordinating across different tools,
and there were inconsistencies between equivalent functionality. Bergman et al.[2] framed the problem as project
fragmentation, where information was fragmented into different collections without relation to the common activity

uniting them. Their solution was to use a single hierarchy
to store all files of different formats under the same folder.
Similarly, Jones et al. [7] suggested the development of a
common structure that could be shared and manipulated by
any number of tools.
However, we propose that as time passes and the number
of tools ebbs and flows, fragmentation will be an even more
complex problem as some services will be unaccessible or
formats will have fallen out of use.

Mitigating Fragmentation of Personal Information
Our approach to building integrated information views allowed us to address the information fragmentation that occurs on the web in the moment. A tool like Contextinator
has the potential to create (or re-create) the context lost
amid information fragmentation in today’s web-based tools.
But how do we support fragmentation over time?
The first problem mentioned above, export/archiving features, might be approached several different ways. For example, when a cloud service is going offline, if they are not
providing an official export feature, a screen scraper could
be built by users to grab this information (tooling may be
necessary to avoid users having to write code). The second
problem may be solved by providing more general mechanisms for recall, using people, places, and a timeline for
navigation. Perhaps we could pull context out of the PI
to reconstruct these navigational mechanisms and share
them across collaborators. The last problem, finding value
in ephemeral PI may be more difficult. Can the contexts that
we pull from the PI provide some value in constructing a
profile of skills and interests? How many facets of our activity (professional or otherwise) are reflected in our PI? These
questions would require more research to answer, exploring
what we can glean from a persons PI and how they feel it

might reflect them. A clue may be in one of the failings of
our tool, several users wanted to be able to share context
information with other users. It seems that information fragmentation is not just across information silos and devices,
but also across collaborators and work settings. Information
fragmentation may be further compounded by time as well.
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